ORIGIN OF MICROPORES IN LATE JURASSIC (OXFORDIAN) MICRITES OF THE EASTERN PARIS BASIN, FRANCE
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ABSTRACT: Porous micritic facies, either primary chalks or resulting from secondary destructive micritization, can constitute important hydrocarbon or water reservoirs. Characterization of reservoir properties and the understanding of factors which controlled the distribution of porosity are of primary interest to evaluate the prospective reserves. Middle and late Oxfordian limestones of the eastern Paris Basin show several horizons with porosities higher than 20%. The porosity is mainly microporous and located either within secondary micritized grains or in the micritic matrix. Using SEM, cathodoluminescence, as well as confocal microscopy, stable oxygen and carbon isotope ratios, and petrophysical measurements, a scenario for the evolution of the micropores is proposed. Lime mudstones to packstones constitute the majority of the high-porosity facies (HPFs). Inner lagoonal deposits are more micritized and thus more porous than grainstones, and facies rich in leiolitic oncoids and echinoid clasts are less impacted by micritization. Micritization was responsible for an increase of the intragranular porosity in most grain types. During both eogenesis and shallow burial, mineralogical stabilization dissolved aragonitic particles and allowed precipitation of calcite rhombs. This process was probably enhanced below surfaces of subaerial exposure. During burial, Ostwald ripening allowed the growth of larger micrite crystals at the expense of smaller ones during early Berriasian and late Aptian recharges of deep aquifers when the northern margin of the basin was exposed. Overgrowths on micrite crystals were more important in intervals strongly affected by chemical compaction, which favored oversaturation of waters with respect to calcite. In low-porosity horizons (LPFs), the dense micritic texture of oncoids and the monocrystalline architecture of echinoid clasts prevented an intense micritization, while the strong chemical compaction enhanced poronecrosis. Telogenetic fracturing created new fluid pathways that favored inputs of meteoric fluid in porous micrite and allowed the continuation of Ostwald ripening during Cenozoic times. As a whole, mesogenetic inputs of waters undersaturated with respect to calcite in deep aquifers during exposure of basin margins are a more efficient process than early subaerial exposure for enhancing aggregating neomorphism and appearance of microporous micrites. Initial mineralogical heterogeneities also impact the intensity of chemical compaction and thus the stratigraphical distribution of microporous limestones.

INTRODUCTION

Organic buildups, dolomitic, fractured, or granular facies are commonly considered as most suitable for the formation of porous and permeable reservoirs in carbonate environments (Derby and Kilpatrick 1985; Mc Quillan 1985; Saller and Moore 1986; Greenlee and Lehrmann 1993; Cavallo and Smosna 1997; Kentier et al. 2006). However, some hydrocarbon reservoirs occur in micritic facies (Moshier 1989a; Lambert et al. 2006). Chalky micritic sediments deposited in environments from shallow peritidal platform to an offshore basin can contain high porosities corresponding essentially to microporosity (Hairabian et al. 2013; Moshier 1989b; Richard et al. 2007). These facies are different from classical coccolith chalks and were initially composed of lime muds. Various processes have been proposed to explain the development or the preservation of microporosity in lime muds. The original mineralogy (aragonite vs. magnesian calcite), which controls the intensity of early mineralogical stabilization and thus the intensity of early cementation and poronecrosis, is considered to be a major control on the formation of microporous reservoirs (Volery et al. 2009a, 2010). Coeval dissolution and aggradation of micrite crystals in water undersaturated with respect to calcite have also been evoked to explain microporosity preservation and enhancement (Lasemi and Sandberg 1984; Moshier 1989b). However, different models for the timing of aggradation have been proposed in the literature. Although Steinen (1978) argued that aggradation of micrites is efficient mainly during burial, Richard et al. (2007) interpreted the microporosity of the late Barremian and middle Aptian Urgonian Limestone of the Jura and Bas Dauphiné platform as the result of preservation of initial porosity and inhibition of mesogenetic compaction due to aggradational processes and Ostwald ripening in the meteoric phreatic lens during late eogenness. Several authors have proposed that early meteoric diagenesis below surfaces of subaerial exposure is the main
factor controlling the appearance of porous micrites on a shallow carbonate platform (Deville de Periere et al. 2011; Volery et al. 2010). However, such a scenario is difficult to consider for microporous muds deposited in deep offshore environments such as the Cenomanian and Maastrichtian “Scaglia” limestones of southeast Italy (Hairabian et al. 2013) or the Late Cretaceous carbonate turbidites of the Mid-Pacific Mountains (Ferry and Schaaf 1981). In contrast, Leonide et al. (2014) proposed that early meteoric eogenesis was responsible for the entire closure of primary porosity in the inner-carbonate-platform muds of the Barremian and Aptian in southeast France. These authors envisioned that porosity enhancement was mainly due to Ostwald ripening during early burial and to dissolution by meteoric fluids during telogenesis. Dissolution by reactive aqueous fluids during burial is another scenario proposed to explain microporosity in lagoonal muds of the Cretaceous Mishrif Formation (Lambert et al. 2006). Since carbonate muds are able to provide important gas or water reservoirs, the creation of models of microporosity evolution during diagenesis to predict the distribution of porous facies is of great interest. In this context, the understanding of the impact of primary sedimentary factors and secondary diagenetic processes is essential. The challenge is to distinguish effects of early diagenesis, which are often evoked, from late evolution of the microporosity during mesogenesis or telogenesis, which are often neglected.

At the location of the ANDRA (French National Radioactive Waste Management Agency) underground research laboratory (Fig. 1), carbonates of the middle and late Oxfordian in the eastern Paris Basin contain permeable and porous intervals with porosities reaching more than 20%. These horizons are located mainly in lagoonal facies with a micritic matrix (Ferry et al. 2007). This contrasts with the few grainstone facies, which seldom contain porosities higher than 10%. However, the porous horizons do not show lateral continuity on a regional scale. These features, the availability of subsurface core samples and lateral outcrop equivalents, and the well-known diagenetic history of the basin (Carpentier et al. 2014; Brigaud et al. 2009; Vincent et al. 2007) make the Oxfordian limestones of the eastern Paris Basin an excellent target to test the different hypotheses on the origin of micropores in micrites.

The aim of the present study is to understand the sedimentary and diagenetic mechanisms that controlled the formation and the distribution of these porous facies. The main objective is to propose a diagenetic model explaining the preservation of the original porosity and/or the development of secondary porosity in some of the studied micritic limestones.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

The eastern margin of the intracratonic Paris Basin presents a homoclinal geometry with an inclination of about 2 degrees westward. Outcrops of Late Jurassic deposits are bounded by the Ardennes Massif to the north (Fig. 1). Several major faults cut across the eastern margin of the basin. The Vittel, Metz, and Saint-Martin-de-Bosseaux faults are inherited from the Hercynian orogeny (Guillocheau et al. 2000). Most of these Hercynian faults were active during Mesoozoic times (De Graciansky and Jacquin 2003; André et al. 2004). Faults of the Gondrecourt and Joinville grabens originated during the Eocene to Oligocene (André et al. 2010).

During the middle Oxfordian, a shallow carbonate platform developed in the eastern Paris Basin (Ziegler 1990; Thierry 2000; Ferry et al. 2007; Carpentier et al. 2010) located between 30 and 35° N (Kessling et al. 1999). Southward, the shallow, clay-free carbonate facies graded laterally into argillaceous carbonates of the basinal environment near the Marne Valley (Fig. 2). These carbonates were deposited during a long-term progradation phase. During the late Oxfordian, climatic cooling (Lécuyer et al. 2003; Brigaud et al. 2008) led to a decrease in carbonate production, and shallow marly deposits alternated with carbonate deposits (Carpentier et al. 2006). The platform margin was still located in the Marne Valley area. Near the Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian boundary, climatic warming (Lécuyer et al. 2003; Brigaud et al. 2008) allowed the growth of a new carbonate platform, expanding from Burgundy to the Ardennes (Lefort et al. 2011).

Several surfaces of subaerial exposure occur in Oxfordian limestones (Fig. 3). However, except in the Calcaires de Dainville Member, middle Oxfordian surfaces of subaerial exposure are devoid of signs of prolonged exposure such as karsts or caliches. In addition, features of meteoric dissolution below these surfaces are rare. In the Calcaires de Dainville Member, exposure surfaces are closely stacked. This formation was deposited during a period of low accommodation, and the occurrence of rootlets below surfaces of subaerial exposure suggests that exposure was more prolonged than in the lower part of the middle Oxfordian (Carpentier et al. 2010). In the late Oxfordian, surfaces also show indications of prolonged subaerial exposure such as karstification and vadose cements (Oolithe de Saucourt Member).

SAMPLING METHODS AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Samples were collected in cores of wells EST204 and EST205 and in outcrops in the Pagny-sur-Meuse and Maxey-sur-Vaise quarries (Fig. 1). The Oxfordian limestones were studied using the following techniques:

- Characterization of microfacies and petrography of cements by optical microscopy and cathodoluminescence on 140 thin sections. One half of each thin section was stained with the Dickson solution (Dickson 1965) to characterize the mineralogy and chemistry of cements (dolomite vs. calcite, iron content) and to establish the chronology of cementation or dissolution phases. A CITL cold-cathode instrument CL8200 Mk4 (working conditions 15 kV and 500 μA) was used to visualize the cathodoluminescence on the unstained half of the thin sections (or prior to staining).
- Characterization of morphologies of micrite crystals on freshly broken surfaces using secondary-electron SEM at the Department of Geosciences of Fribourg (Switzerland).
- Characterization of the pore space with petrophysical measurements, confocal microscopy, and SEM imaging. Petrophysical measurements (nitrogen adsorption and mercury intrusion porosimetry) were performed at the Louis Pasteur University in Strasbourg using Micromeritics accupyc II 1340 and AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09. Threshold values were determined by mercury injection test (MICP); therefore, given sizes are not the pore sizes but threshold values controlling the pore access. The distribution of microporosity was studied on polished samples impregnated with fluorescent resin and observed under UV light with confocal laser scanning microscopy with a horizontal resolution of about 0.1 μm. By collecting images in selected wavelengths of the light spectrum, this method allows separation of fluorescence due to the fluorescent resin (emission spectral range 400-600 nm) in pores from the natural fluorescence produced by carbonates (see Sterpenich et al. 2009 for more details about the method). A filter was applied subsequently to images to assign colors to intensities of fluorescence, which can be directly interpreted as a porosity indicator. The size, the connectivity, and the morphology of micropores were mapped in 2D using SEM images in backscattered-electron mode (on a HITACHI S-4800 SEM) obtained with polished and gold-coated samples. Pore contours and crystal contacts were drawn after pore geometry extraction by binarizing images using ImageJ software.
- Characterization of stable-isotope composition of micrites and cements using an auto-sampler MultiPrep™ system coupled to a dual-inlet GV Isoprime™ isotopic-ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS). For each sample, an aliquot of 100-200 μg of calcium carbonate reacted with anhydrous oversaturated phosphoric acid at
90°C during 20 minutes. Carbon and oxygen isotope compositions are quoted in the delta notation in per mil relative to Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (V-PDB). All sample measurements were triplicated and adjusted to the international reference NIST NBS19 with a reproducibility of ±0.1% for δ¹⁸O values and ±0.05% for δ¹³C values (1σ).

RESULTS

Stratigraphic and Regional Distribution of Porous Facies

In the core EST204, drilled on the site of the Andra laboratory, several intervals characterized by porosities up to 20% have been observed on quantitative DiagEval® logs (Fig. 3), which are based on a deterministic calculation of total porosity using a well-log dataset (neutron, density, sonic, total or spectral gamma-ray). In this study, facies with porosities greater than 20% are called high-porosity facies (HPFs), while facies with low porosity values (less than 10%) are considered to be low-porosity facies (LPFs). According to the correlations based on the sequence-stratigraphic interpretation of each core and each outcrop section (Ferry et al. 2007; Carpentier et al. 2010), the lateral equivalents of the HPFs of the Andra site have been located in the outcrop sections.

Various facies occur in HPF intervals (Fig. 3), including chalky inter-reefal mudstone (Calcaires coralliens d’Euville Member), oncoidal wackestone–packstone (Pierre d’Euville-Le Rouville Member and Calcaires coralliens d’Euville Member), oolitic and oncoidal packstone–grainstone with bioclasts (Calcaires crayeux de Maxey Member and Oolithe de Saucourt Formation), lagoonal chalky mudstone–wackestone with scattered oncoids and bivalve shells (Calcaires crayeux de Maxey Member and Oolithe de Saucourt Formation), chalky oolitic wackestone–packstone (Calcaires crayeux de Maxey and Calcaires crayeux de Gudmont members) and pisolith floatstone (Oolithe de Saucourt Formation and Calcaires crayeux de Gudmont Member).

HPFs exist in the five drillholes (EST104, EST201, EST203, EST204, and EST205) cored on the Andra site. They are located at similar stratigraphic positions (Fig. 4). The longest distance between two wells is about 300 meters. Consequently, the distribution of the HPFs is controlled by stratigraphy at the scale of several hundred meters. In corallian facies, porous intervals are more or less continuous both vertically and laterally because of the patchy geometry of faintly porous build-ups separated by a highly porous inter-reefal micritic matrix (Fig. 5). HPFs disappear southward when shallow platform environments grade laterally to marls and argillaceous mudstones of the Calcaires hydrauliques Formation deposited in a slope environment (Fig. 2). In contrast, some HPFs are absent or merged in several drillholes, such as EST312 and EST412, located 10 km north of the Andra laboratory (Fig. 1B). Consequently, lateral variations of porosity exist at the scale of several kilometers.

Porosity Mapping and Petrophysical Properties

Confocal Imaging.—Confocal imaging shows that, in grainstone facies, the porosity is mainly intragranular. Intergranular pores are entirely filled with blocky calcite, and the primary porosity is totally occluded (Fig. 6A). Grains are mainly micritic and their primary structures are commonly obliterated. However, remnants of discrete internal structures such as concentric laminations in ooids are sometimes revealed by confocal microscopy (Fig. 6A). Micritized grains have an important microporosity (Fig. 6A, B), and in grainstone facies the connectivity between microporous grains is locally enabled by porous micritic encrustations (Fig. 6B). In a few samples, a residual intergranular porosity has been preserved.

Some allochems contain only a peripheral porous fringe. They correspond to echinoid spines (Fig. 6C) as well as micritic gravels presenting irregular concentric laminations around a bioclastic nucleus (Fig. 6D) which can be pink in color on macroscopic samples (Fig. 6I). Consequently, they are interpreted as oncoids. The amounts of leiolitic oncoids and echinoid clasts are more important in LPFs than in HPFs (Fig. 6D).

In the mudstones, wackestones, and a few packstones of HPFs, the microporosity is significant (up to 20% based on the Diageval® logs, Fig. 3) and diffuse in the matrix (Fig. 6F). The majority of grains are micritized and porous. Only echinoid clasts are devoid of porosity.
In contrast, in LPFs, the matrix porosity is reduced and nonporous grains are predominant (Fig. 6G). LPFs are also frequently impacted by burial stylolites (Fig. 6G). Only the HPF in the upper part of the Calcaires coralliens de Sorcy Member contains scarce stratiform stylolites. They are located in the matrix or more frequently at the contact with corals. A few-millimeters-thick fringe of increased porosity can be observed in the vicinity of telogenetic tension gashes (Fig. 6H). Pressure-solution features are common between grains in LPFs (Fig. 6C, E), and microstylolites affect the fringes of porous micrite on the external edges of grains (Fig. 6I).

Fig. 3.—Sequential—framework, vertical evolution of facies, and porosity in the Andra EST204 drill core.
SEM OBSERVATIONS

**HPFs**

In the carbonate matrix of HPFs, the microporosity is significant (Fig. 7). In 2D, the connectivity of micropores is good, and the pore diameter can reach 5 μm (Fig. 7). In the vicinity of telogenetic tension gashes, crystal sizes range from 0.5 to 2 μm, with some scarce crystals reaching 3 μm (Fig. 8A). Generally, the free edges of the crystals show a rounded morphology while the grain-to-grain contacts are straight (Figs. 7, 8A). According to the classification of Deville de Periere et al. (2011), these micrite crystals are rounded, anhedral to subhedral with punctic to partially coalescent contacts. In contrast, several millimeters from telogenetic tension gashes, larger (3 to 4 μm) euhedral crystals are associated with smaller rounded ones (Fig. 8B). Large euhedral crystals can entrap smaller ones (Fig. 8C). Crystal shapes vary from euhedral to subhedral and slightly rounded to rounded (Fig. 8B).
Ooids are entirely micritized. The cortices contain abundant micropores and consist of rounded micrite crystals (Fig. 8E). Larger euhedral rhombs have also been observed in ooid cortices. The primary concentric structure of the cortex around a nucleus is largely erased by micritization (Fig. 8D). In stromatolitic facies of the Calcaires crayeux de Maxey Member, microbial filaments are common and locally occur between micrite crystals (Fig. 8F).

**LPFs**

In LPFs, crystals are coalescent (Fig. 9A). Where free faces can be observed, they show euhedral crystalline shapes (Fig. 9B). Contacts between crystals are straight or sinuous (Fig. 7). Locally, crenulated contacts are present (Fig. 9A). Visually, in 2D, the microporosity is low and poorly connected (Fig. 7). Euhedral crystals correspond to microporosity with sizes ranging between 4 and 8 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Fig. 9C). Small rounded micrite crystals with sizes ranging from 0.5 to 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) are rare and sporadically appear entrapped within large euhedral crystals (Fig. 9C). In samples where rounded micrites are very rare and small (less than 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) in size), coalescent micrite also contains small empty vacuoles of similar size (Fig. 9A, D). The faintly porous cortices of leolitic oncocals consist of a dense coalescent micrite. The external porous fringes of grains such as echinoid clasts or leolite oncocals present a microporous aspect similar to the one observed in HPFs with crystal sizes of 1 to 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Fig. 9E). In the micritized fringe, crystals are rounded with punctic to linear or sinuous contacts. Uncommonly, ooids are not totally micritized and the primary structure of the cortex is preserved. This structure consists of a radial arrangement of anhedral micrite crystals with a low microporosity (Fig. 9F).

**Petrophysical Properties**

Measured porosities and permeabilities are given in Table 1. Significant correlations are observed between the petrophysical properties measured by nitrogen adsorption and mercury intrusion (porosity and permeability), the intensity of micritization, the rock texture, and pressure-solution features (occurrence vs absence of pressure-solution features) (Fig. 10A). Samples were selected according to the total or partial micritization of the cortex of the pink grains is tight (Uc) (Gs, gastropod; Oc, bivalve shell; C, blocky calcite; optical microscopy, UV light, sample 25215, EST 205 drill core, Calcaires de Dainville Member, porosity of 4.7%).

---

**Fig. 5.** Lateral—variation of porosity in corallian facies. Note the lateral variations of porosity in the Calcaires coralliens d'Euvile Member due to the patchy geometry of coral build-ups.
FIG. 6.—Mapping—of porosity using confocal imaging. The mapping is deduced from the intensity of fluorescence due to the quantity of fluorescent resin in filling the pores. The color scale is valid for all images. Impregnations for confocal imaging were performed on polished slabs and images in plane-polarized light were acquired on thin sections from the same samples. Therefore, locations of confocal views and views in plane-polarized light are quite different but represent similar facies.

A) Grainstone with microporous ooids and intergranular porosity totally filled with blocky calcite (C). Note the remnants of the initial concentric structure of ooid cortex (arrow) (sample 25220, lower part of the Oolithe de Saucourt Member, EST 205 drill core, porosity of 22.7%).

B) Porous ooids linked by porous micritic encrustations (arrows). Intergranular porosity is totally filled by tight blocky calcites (C) (sample PPA1087, upper part of the Oolithe de Saucourt Member, EST 204 drill core, porosity of 12.4%).

C) Large nonporous echinoid spine (E) in a packstone–grainstone. Tight leiolitic oncoids (Po) and porous micritized ooids (Mo) constitute the rest of allochems. Note the presence of microstylolites (St) between grains (sample 25226, equivalent of the Craie de Sorcy Member, EST 205 drill core, porosity of 9.2%).

D) Porous fringe (Pf) on the periphery of tight oncoids (Po). Blocky calcite crystals (C) fill the intergranular porosity (sample 25215, Calcaires de Dainville Member, porosity of 4.7%).

E) Grainstone typical of LPFs. The facies is rich in large leiolitic oncoids (Po) mixed with smaller porous ooids (Mo). Note the presence of microstylolites (St) between grains (sample 25226, equivalent of the Craie de Sorcy Member, EST 205 drill core, porosity of 12%).

F) Micritic matrix showing a diffuse porosity. Only some scarce echinoid clasts are tight (arrows) (sample 25232, Calcaires coralliens d’Euville Member, EST 205 drill core, porosity of 19.4%).

G) Micritic matrix with a reduced matrix porosity (Mx) compared to Part F. Allochems are composed mainly of leiolitic oncoids (Po), and the facies is affected by strataform stylolites (St). Og, oncitic cortex around a nucleus formed by a gastropod (sample 25215, Calcaires de Dainville Member, EST 205 drill core, porosity of 4.7%).

H) Thin fringe of increased porosity on margins of a tectogenetic tension gash (sample 25232, Calcaires coralliens d’Euville Member, EST 205 drill core, porosity of 19.4%).

I) Peripheral porous fringes (Pf) of leiolitic oncoids filled by fluorescent resin and impacted by micro-stylolites (St), indicating that chemical compaction was subsequent to the microporosity. A part of the
grains. In order to avoid problems in the definition of intermediate stages of micritization, only samples with entirely micritized grains or grains with a peripheral fringe were selected. This selection allowed use of a binary definition of the intensity of micritization. This classification is qualitative and based entirely on observations of confocal imaging. The most porous and permeable samples are the most micritized ones, and they contain a micritic matrix devoid of stylostyles. Grains impacted by peripheral micritization in samples with both low porosity and permeability consist mainly of echinoid clasts and leolitic oncoids. In addition, facies with a micritic matrix having the lowest porosities are often affected by stylostyles.

For the majority of samples, the mean pore-throat diameter is equal to the median (Fig. 10B), indicating a homogeneous distribution of pore-throat diameter. The distribution of the pore-throat diameters is unimodal with values between 0.04 and 3 μm (Fig. 11A). Two samples (Pag 40 and Max 32) have a mean value of pore-throat diameter higher than the median. This shift indicates the presence of large pores. The range of pore-throat sizes is between 0.02 μm and 400 μm. The distribution of pore-throat diameters in both samples is trimodal, with peaks at about 0.4 μm, 3.5 μm, and 150 μm (Fig. 11B).

**Paragenesis**

A paragenesis sequence has recently been proposed for the Middle and Late Jurassic limestones of the eastern Paris Basin by Carpenter et al. (2014) (Fig. 12). This work was based on observations of diagenetic phases in macropores and fractures. However, until now no study has been performed on the impact of diagenesis on microporosity. Therefore, in the present study, this diagenetic framework is compared with observations at the micropore scale in order to correlate the evolution of micrite morphologies with the successive diagenetic events identified at the macropore scale. The sequence is summarized below.

**Eogenesis**

Signs of biological micritization are common in all facies. This phenomenon totally or partly affected grains such as ooids while it impacted only the periphery of echinoid clasts and oncoids (Fig. 13). Dissolution features such as early molar porosity, vadose silts or dissolution vugs, and early cements below surfaces of subaerial exposure are rare. In contrast, aragonite was rapidly replaced by low-magnesium calcite in skeletal structures of foraminifera (Reid and Macintyre 1998), corals (Rabier et al. 2008), or bivalves (Maliva et al. 2000). Dissolution or replacement occurred when pore water was highly or slightly undersaturated with respect to aragonite and depended on the intensity of fluid renewal in a closed or open system (Melin et al. 2002) during late eogenesis or early burial. In the Oxfordian of the eastern Paris Basin, this process generated replacement of aragonite by neomorphic calcite or the development of dissolution vugs in skeletal grains with an original aragonitic mineralogy.

**Mesogenesis and Telogenesis**

In grainstones, most of the cementation took place during burial until the Late Cretaceous (dolomite Dol1 and blocky calcite Cal2, Fig. 12). Comparison of REE composition of cements, host rocks, and Oxfordian seawater show that this cementation phase was favored by chemical compaction (Carpentier et al. 2014). Fluids at the origin of the blocky calcites correspond to a mixing between formation waters and meteoric waters infiltrated by lateral recharge of deep aquifers during the early Cimmerian (LCU) and early Aptian (LAU) subaerial exposure phases of the basin margins (Guillocheau et al. 2000). In contrast, due to their entrapping in a micrite matrix that prevented significant lateral fluid percolation, coral dissolution vugs occurring in muddy porous facies during eogenesis or early burial were not or only very faintly affected by this cementation phase. Cementation in these vugs occurred during Cenozoic telogenesis when Pyrenean, Oligocene, and Alpine fracturing generated preferential vertical meteoric-fluid pathways favoring the deep penetration of meteoric waters and precipitation of late cements (calcites Cal3 and Cal4 and dolomite Dol2).

**Stable Isotopes**

A stable carbon and oxygen isotope study has been performed on micrite crystals (Fig. 14). Sampling was performed on the coalescent micrite of the matrix as well as on grains. In LPFs δ13C values range from +2.8 to +3.2‰ and δ18O values from −5.2 to −3.7‰. HPFs are characterized by a larger range of isotopic values than for LPFs with δ18O and δ13C values that range from −6.1 to −3.0‰ and from +2 to +3.7‰, respectively. A covariant trend with a linear δ18O and δ13C fall can be observed in micrites of HPFs.

Using the oxygen isotope fractionation equation determined by O’Neil et al. (1969) for inorganic calcite, theoretical δ18O values of cements precipitated from marine or mixed marine-meteoric waters were calculated for different temperatures.  

\[
\delta^{18}O_{\text{calcite (SMOW)}} = \frac{\delta^{18}O_{\text{water (SMOW)}}}{T - 3.39} \times 10^6 \text{‰,}
\]

where SMOW = Standard Mean Ocean Water, T = temperature in K. 

δ18O values of surface seawaters during the Jurassic in the Paris Basin is estimated around 0‰ (Lécuyer et al. 2003; Puceat et al. 2003; Brigaud et al. 2008, 2009) and seawater temperature was between 20°C (293 K) and 25°C (298 K) (Lécuyer et al. 2003; Brigaud et al. 2008). Clauer et al. (1995), Elie et al. (1999), and Blaise et al. (2014) showed that maximum burial temperatures of Oxfordian formations in the eastern Paris Basin did not exceed 50°C (323 K). The Paris Basin was located in an intertropical position throughout the Jurassic. Considering present-day δ18O values of rainfall at low latitudes and low elevations (Lachniet and Patterson 2009) and estimated values (about ~5‰ SMOW) for the end of the Mesozoic (Suarez et al. 2009), we assume that δ18O values of tropical Oxfordian meteoric waters were about ~4 ± 1‰ SMOW. The results of the various calculations are given in Table 2.

**DISCUSSION**

**Impact of Initial Texture, Mineralogy, and Biological Micritization**

In HPFs, petrophysical data (Fig. 11A) show that the range of pore-throat sizes is coherent with a microporosity located in micrites (Moshier et al. 2014). This work was based on observations of initial texture, mineralogy, and biological micritization.
generally consist of aragonite, are lacking in the Oxfordian mudstones due to the early mineralogical stabilization of lime muds. Original lime muds, whose porosity is estimated at about 65 to 80% (Mosher 1989a), are poorly sorted and consist of a mixture of aragonitic and calcitic microclasts and equant crystals (Steinen 1978). During the Oxfordian, the majority of nonskeletal grains (e.g., ooids) and lime muds were calcitic (Loreau 1982; Sandberg 1984). However, since many corals, gastropods, the majority of green algae, and numerous bivalve shells were aragonitic and conserved this mineralogy even during calcite-sea periods (Flügel 2004; Ries 2005), it is rational to consider that some skeletal aragonitic microclasts or needles generated by physical or biological erosion were present in the muds. According to Steinen (1978), metastable aragonite is not directly replaced by low-magnesium calcite but is rapidly dissolved during early diagenesis on or just below the sediment surface (Palmer et al. 1988). However, this process is not limited to eogenesis and may continue during burial (Melm et al. 2002). This dissolution process releases bicarbonate and carbonate ions into the aqueous solution, which likely are used for the growth of calcite rhombs on pre-existing calcite nuclei (Steinen 1978, 1982). As a consequence, and since aragonitic needles constitute the smaller particles in lime muds (Folk 1965; Volery et al. 2010), this stabilization phase generates a homogenization of crystal sizes and morphologies and a porocrenosis (Mosher 1989b; Steinen 1978).

Considering this process, mainly calcitic mineralogy of initial sediments is the most favorable for preservation of microporosity in micritic matrix or in grains (Volery et al. 2009a). Indeed, as postulated by Lasemi and Sandberg (1984), in original muds consisting mainly of calcite, early aragonite dissolution, subsequent calcite overgrowth, and porocrenosis are limited. Therefore, during the Oxfordian the initial mineralogy of lime muds dominated by calcite was favorable to the preservation of micropores.

**Grains**

As revealed by SEM imaging (Fig. 8E), micritization induced important transformations of the porous network in grains. As attested by the results of petrophysical analysis (Fig. 10A), the extent of this micritization controlled the total porosity in grainstone facies. SEM imaging shows that micritization totally or superficially obliterated the primary structure of the grains and generated a secondary intragranular microporosity in the Oxfordian limestones of the eastern Paris Basin. The occurrence of remnants of concentric laminations in micritic grains indicates that most grains were micritized after deposition and do not correspond to originally micritic peloids or intraclasts. Porous micritized fringes, located on the periphery of leolitic oncoids, are cutout by burial pressure-solution seams (Fig. 6I), indicating that micritization and the appearance of microporosity occurred at shallow depths before deep burial and chemical compaction. In addition, the occurrence of microborings with micrite fillings (Fig. 13B) suggests that some micritization of grains resulted from biological micritization during eogenesis rather than by concurrent infilling (sensu Reid and Macintyre 2000) during the growth of the cortices. This micritization altered the initial structure of grains on the sea floor and allowed the precipitation of small micrite crystals in microborings (Bathurst 1966).

However, echinoid clasts or spines and leolitic oncoids are tight (Fig. 6C). The initial structure of echinoids consists of a porous network within a monocystal of magnesium calcite (Fell and Pawson 1966). This monocristalline structure allows syntaxial calcite overgrowths that entirely occlude microporosity. Cathodoluminescence microscopy revealed that, in the Oxfordian limestones of the eastern Paris Basin, the first stages of syntaxial cements occluding the primary intragranular microporosity of echinoid clasts are nonluminescent (Fig. 15). This observation indicates that this cement precipitated during early diagenesis within an oxidizing environment and rapidly filled the porous network of echinoids. The cortices of oncoids probably consisted of a dense leolitic micrite, which has been preserved and stabilized during diagenesis. The resistant initial or early-acquired structure of these grains was only weakly impacted by microborings, and only a porous external fringe formed.

Grainstones cemented by burial calcites correspond to LPFs (Fig. 10A). However, two samples (Pag 40 and Max 32) are characterized by the presence of large pore throats (Figs. 10B, 11B). In optical microscopy, these samples display a residual intragranular porosity and a maldic porosity (Fig. 16A) due to an early dissolution stage below an Oxfordian subaerial exposure surface. Despite a porosity higher than 18%, the samples have reduced permeability (Fig. 10A). These samples are not affected by stylolites but are largely cemented by burial calcites (CaI2, bright orange in cathodoluminescence) (Fig. 16A). Grains also show an intragranular microporosity (Fig. 16B). However, the grains are not connected but are separated by blocky calcite. This feature explains the low permeability of samples Pag 40 and Max 32.

**Origin of Rounded Micrites**

Confocal and SEM observations show that the distribution of microporosity in both grains and matrix is related to the morphology of the micrite crystals. Large coalescent anhedral to euhedral blocky micrites are correlated with LPFs, while HPFs are associated with small rounded crystals locally entrapped in larger euhedral rhombs. The rounded morphology of micrite crystals can be interpreted in four ways. i) Water rich in Mg2+ can poison the surfaces of calcite crystals, inhibit their growth, and generate a rounded growth shape (Loreau 1982; Lambert et al. 2006). ii) Dupraz et al. (2009) evidenced that in microbial mats “organic molecules can attach and poison specific crystal faces.” iii) In contrast, a rounded morphology may be due to a simple dissolution by an aqueous reactive fluid (Lambert et al. 2006; Da Silva et al. 2009; Deville de Periere et al. 2011; Jobard et al. 2013). iv) Ostwald ripening in water undersaturated with respect to calcite can generate dissolution and rounding of small micrite particles during growth of the biggest ones (Leonide et al. 2014; Volery et al. 2010; Lambert et al. 2006). In the Oxfordian of the eastern Paris Basin, rounded micrite crystals in the matrix are not limited to stromatolitic facies. In addition, a diversity in crystal shapes can be observed, from small blunted calcite rhombs to totally rounded crystals (Fig. 8B). These observations suggest that, in the matrix, rounded morphotypes are not due to poisoning by organic molecules but rather due to the dissolution of the free edges of pre-existing rhombs. However, in cortical micrites of ooids where the initial radial structure is preserved, a rounded growth shape due to poisoning by organic matter cannot be excluded. Moreover, rounded forms are engulfed in larger euhedral crystals. This observation is not in agreement with a primary origin of rounded micrites. Given the euhedral shape of large rhombs, the calcite growth was not perturbed by a parent fluid enriched in Mg2+ or by poisoning by organic matter. Therefore, if a rounded shape was the original growth morphology of small micrites, and since original shapes of particles are not preserved during aggradation (Steinen 1978), it should have aggraded into a euhedral shape at the same time as the growth of the larger rhombs. On the contrary, these observations suggest that small micrite crystals dissolved contemporaneously with the growth of large rhombs. The linear grain-to-grain contacts between rounded micrites and smooth rhombs indicate that a growth phase of micrites predated the dissolution phase. This growth phase is certainly related to the mineralogical stabilization process of lime muds during early diagenesis as mentioned above.

Vincent et al. (2004) observed micrite bridges between microcrystals and interpreted them as resulting from a reprecipitation process subsequent to dissolution triggered by meteoric waters. Such processes
Fig. 8.—Secondary—electron SEM photomicrographs of microscopic morphologies of micrite crystals in HPFs. A) Rounded micrite crystals with sharp straight contacts (arrows) in the vicinity of a telogenetic tension gash (sample 25186, EST 205 drill core, Pierre d’Euville-Lérouville Member). B) Smoothed micrite rhombs (white arrows) and larger euhedral crystals (black arrows) in matrix 1 mm away from telogenetic tension gashes (sample 25186, EST 205 drill core, Pierre d’Euville-Lérouville Member). C) Small, rounded micrite crystals engulfed in large euhedral calcite rhombs (arrows) (sample 25232, EST 205 drill core, Calcaires coralliens d’Euville Member). D) Micritized cortex of ooid. The primary structure is totally erased (sample PPA 1124, EST 204 drill core, Calcaires crayeux de Maxey Member). E) Zoom on the cortex of Part D. Micrite crystals are rounded with straight contacts. Microporosity is significant. F) Micrite crystals in stromatolitic facies. They are rounded, and some microbial bridges exist between crystals (arrows) (sample Pag 65, Pagny-sur-Meuse quarry, Calcaires crayeux de Maxey Member).
Fig. 9. Secondary–electron SEM photomicrographs of microscopic morphologies of micrite crystals in LPFs. A) Crenulated (white arrows) and straight (black arrows) contacts between micrite crystals in coalescent micrite. Note the occurrence of small vacuoles in micrite crystals (empty arrows) (sample 25215, EST 205 drill core; Calcaires de Dainville Member). B) Tight subhedral to euhedral coalescent micrite and microspar in matrix (sample PPA 1116, EST 204 drill core; Calcaires de Dainville Member). C) Small remnants of rounded micrite crystals (arrows) engulfed in large microspar crystals (sample 25225, EST 205 drill core, lower part of the Oolithe de Saucourt Member). D) Small vacuoles (white arrow) and remnants of rounded micrite crystals in a coalescent micrite (sample Pag WO, Pagny-sur-Meuse quarry, Calcaires de Dainville Member). E) Transition from coalescent micrite to thin porous fringe on the periphery of a leolitic oncoid (sample PPA1116, EST 204 drill core, Calcaires de Dainville Member). F) Preserved radial structure of ooid cortex consisting of rounded micrites (sample Pag 40, Pagny-sur-Meuse quarry, lower part of the Oolithe de Saucourt Member).
could explain the low δ18O values of micrites compared to those that should have been precipitated in equilibrium with seawater. However, phenomena of dissolution and reprecipitation of micrites generally generate crystal overgrowths instead of bridges (Moshier 1989a). Therefore the bridges observed by Vincent et al. (2004) in porous limestones of the late Oxfordian rather correspond to microbial filaments (Chafetz and Buczynski 1992; Mutti 2000; Hillgartner et al. 2001). The fact that we observed such bridges only in stromatolitic facies is consistent with the interpretation of a microbial origin.

The association of rounded micrites engulfed in large rhombs was already described in numerous porous micritic formations (Lambert et al. 2006; Richard et al. 2007; Da Silva et al. 2009; Volery et al. 2010) and was interpreted as growth of large calcites at the expense of smaller ones. This process corresponds to aggrading neomorphism (Folk 1974; Steinen 1978; Moshier 1989b), also named Ostwald ripening (Ostwald 1887). This phenomenon corresponds to the dissolution of the smallest particles, furnishing ions for the growth of the larger ones of similar mineralogy. This process is caused by exchange of ions from the energetically less stable small particles to more stable large ones. In coalescent micrites, this process was enhanced since only small remnants of rounded micrites less than 0.5 µm in size occur. The occurrence of these remnants preserved and encompassed by large calcite rhombs (Fig. 9C, D) in the vicinity of vacuoles of similar size suggests that the vacuoles correspond to imprints of dissolved rounded micrites. Several authors have suggested that this process is particularly efficient during early diagenesis in meteoric phreatic lenses located below surfaces of subaerial exposure (Lasemi and Sandberg 1984; Volery et al. 2009a, 2009b, 2010). However, the “hybrid Ostwald ripening” described by Volery et al. (2010) below surfaces of subaerial exposure of the Urgonian of the Jura Mountains rather corresponds to the mineralogical stabilization process of lime muds (dissolution of aragonite particles and coeval growth of calcite rhombs) and not strictly to Ostwald ripening. In contrast, Steinen (1978) and Moshier (1989b) argued that aggrading neomorphism is absent during early diagenesis but acts during burial. Such timing seems consistent with our observations, since Ostwald ripening is the last diagenetic event recorded in the studied micrites and postdates a first phase of crystal overgrowth of small rounded micrites certainly due to mineralogical stabilization. In addition, in HPFs the dominance of rounded micritic crystals in the vicinity of telogenetic tension gashes suggests that undersaturated Tertiary fluids (Carpentier et al. 2014) locally impacted the texture of the micritic sediments. However, simple dissolution by telogenetic fluids is certainly not at the origin of rounded micrites associated with large euhedral rhombs away from tension gashes. Indeed, if this had been the case, the rhombs should also have been impacted by dissolution. In contrast, fluids probably became gradually less undersaturated away from fractures and favored Ostwald ripening.

The occurrence of root traces and lignite beds above most of the subaerial exposure surfaces (Carpentier et al. 2010) in Oxfordian limestones suggests that soils developed during exposures. As a result of these surface-related processes, the low δ18O values are not preserved and instead are replaced by higher values, which are characteristic of vadose fluids.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Medium Pore Size Diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Median Pore Size Diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Total Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Permeability (mD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAGWO</td>
<td>0.1015</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>8.2136</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA1093</td>
<td>0.0877</td>
<td>0.0882</td>
<td>7.8341</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25215</td>
<td>0.0683</td>
<td>0.0503</td>
<td>4.7752</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA1127</td>
<td>0.2097</td>
<td>0.1893</td>
<td>13.7351</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX32</td>
<td>0.1643</td>
<td>0.1014</td>
<td>11.6934</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA1147</td>
<td>0.3205</td>
<td>0.3179</td>
<td>16.6998</td>
<td>0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25181</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.3234</td>
<td>16.0891</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAG13</td>
<td>0.3795</td>
<td>0.3305</td>
<td>23.988</td>
<td>0.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25232</td>
<td>0.2818</td>
<td>0.3018</td>
<td>19.4621</td>
<td>0.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA1139</td>
<td>0.5406</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>18.6893</td>
<td>1.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX12</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.4433</td>
<td>27.9418</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAG65</td>
<td>0.4184</td>
<td>0.4108</td>
<td>24.4579</td>
<td>0.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA1129</td>
<td>0.2039</td>
<td>0.1732</td>
<td>14.6768</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX26</td>
<td>0.2926</td>
<td>0.2871</td>
<td>20.7054</td>
<td>1.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25220</td>
<td>0.4131</td>
<td>0.3933</td>
<td>22.7228</td>
<td>0.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA1104</td>
<td>0.3018</td>
<td>0.3064</td>
<td>19.455</td>
<td>0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAG40</td>
<td>0.3541</td>
<td>0.1111</td>
<td>16.8139</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA1087</td>
<td>0.2144</td>
<td>0.2158</td>
<td>12.3694</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10.**—Petrophysical properties of Oxfordian limestones of the eastern Paris Basin. A) Diagram of porosity versus permeability. The lowest porosity values correspond to grainstones and samples impacted by chemical compaction (stylolites), and the highest values correspond to entirely micritized facies with a micritic matrix devoid of chemical compaction. B) Diagram of medium versus median values of pore-throat diameter measured on plugs. Except for samples Pag 40 and Max 32, the mean is equal to the median, indicating a homogeneous (Gaussian) distribution of pore-throat sizes.
consequence, waters infiltrated from these surfaces were certainly enriched in $\delta^{13}$C. However, $\delta^{13}$C values of micrites in HPFs are positive. If only precipitation from meteoric fluids happened during eogenesis, the $\delta^{13}$C signal would be shifted to negative values (Volery et al. 2010; Deville de Periere et al. 2011). Therefore, positive values indicate that carbon isotope compositions have been buffered by the surrounding carbonate rocks. This interpretation implies that aggradation of the studied micrites occurred at least partly during burial or telogenesis. Therefore, even if early meteoric cementation existed, the positive $\delta^{13}$C values indicate that calcite growth during burial and/or telogenesis was important enough to control the final isotopic signal. The covariant trend of $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta^{18}$O observed in micrites of HPFs is typical of precipitation in mixed meteoric groundwaters and subsurface brines in a deep aquifer (Moshier 1989a; Choquette and Steinen 1980). However, oxygen-isotope compositions of micrites that range from $-6.1\%$ to $-3.0\%$ are higher than those of burial and telogenetic calcites (Fig. 14) and those calculated for high-temperature ($45^\circ$C) isotopic fractionation between calcite and brackish waters (Table 2). Contrarily to blocky calcites, micrite crystals aggraded from a marine precursor during diagenesis. Consequently, the oxygen isotopic ratios measured in micrites reflect the mixture of the composition of the original marine crystals and that of their overgrowth, which can be either marine, brackish, or meteoric in origin. This can explain the measured shift in oxygen isotope compositions of micrites compared to values predicted for calcite precipitated from a brackish fluid at $45^\circ$C or calcite from seawater at $45^\circ$C (Table 2). Similar isotopic values have been published by Lambert et al. (2006), who analyzed Mishrif carbonates. These authors do not exclude an impact of mesogenetic meteoric fluids during the aggradation of micrites. Budd (1989) also published similar isotopic data for a micritic facies affected by aggradation due to inputs of meteoric waters during burial in the Early Cretaceous of the Arabian Gulf region.

**Origin of Coalescent Micrites**

The location of HPFs and LPFs seems to be mainly controlled by the initial texture of the sediment (low porosity in facies devoid of matrix vs. high porosity in facies with a carbonate matrix) (Fig. 17). However, in facies with a muddy matrix, the porosity is low (locally less than 10%) just below surfaces of subaerial exposure compared to other parts of the section (Fig. 17). Enhancement of mineralogical stabilization and porocerosis in meteoric diagenetic environments because of the low content in Mg$^{++}$ of meteoric waters and of their ability to flush away this cation (Folk 1974; Steinen 1978; Maliva et al. 2000) could explain such a stratigraphic relation. However, the absence of signs of prolonged exposure and the scarcity of meteoric-dissolution features below these surfaces in middle Oxfordian limestones, except in the Calcaires de Dainville Member, suggest that perennial meteoric phreatic lenses did not develop below these surfaces and that early cementation by mineralogical stabilization was not largely enhanced. In the Calcaires de Dainville Member, where exposure surfaces are closely stacked and show signs of prolonged exposures, HPFs are never encountered in intervals with a micritic matrix. In the late Oxfordian, muddy facies also show low porosity values below surfaces of subaerial exposure (Fig. 17). The more perennial exposures in the Calcaires de Dainville Member and in the late Oxfordian may have favored the appearance of successive ephemeral meteoric lenses. In the Calcaires de Dainville Member, meteoric diagenesis probably impacted the same sediment several times due to the vertical closeness of surfaces. This process may have enhanced the mineralogical stabilization of micrites and early cementation. However, in the Oxfordian limestones of the eastern Paris Basin, some facies with a micritic matrix distant from surfaces of subaerial exposure are characterized by moderate to low porosities (e.g., upper part of the Oolithe de Lamothe Member, upper part of the Oolithe de Saucourt Formation; Fig. 17). Mineralogical stabilization is not efficient enough to generate a total closure of the porosity and the appearance of the coalescent mosaic texture observed in LPFs (Steinen 1978; Moshier 1989a). In addition, as explained above for micrites of HPFs, positive $\delta^{13}$C values of micrites measured in LPFs of the eastern Paris Basin are not consistent with aggrading only in nonbuffered meteoric waters during eogenesis. Consequently, the $\delta^{13}$C values indicate that, even if mineralogical stabilization was enhanced by nonbuffered meteoric waters below surfaces of subaerial exposure, aggradation and porocerosis acted mainly in a deep confined meteoric aquifer during burial or telogenesis. Compaction and/or input of carbonate ions from an external source are required to generate a tight coalescent mosaic texture (Steinen 1978).
Aggradation and cementation of micrite can operate under a low water/rock ratio in closed systems oversaturated with respect to calcite (Moshier 1989b). Such kinds of environments are confined phreatic meteoric aquifers or mesogenetic zones.

Impact of Burial Chemical Compaction and Telogenetic Fluids

LPFs with a micritic matrix distant of subaerial exposure surfaces display typical features of chemical compaction that are illustrated by the extent of stylolitization (Fig. 17). Early cementation is considered as preventing the impact of chemical compaction during burial (Budd 2001; Wallace et al. 2002; Heydari 2003; Croizé et al. 2010). Consequently, early cementation and chemical compaction are generally negatively correlated. Such a relation is valid for the granular facies of the studied Oxfordian limestones. In contrast, in micrites the extent of cementation, which developed during early mineralogical stabilization, was too limited to counterbalance chemical compaction. However, HPFs were less impacted by pressure solution. This discrepancy is certainly linked to the original clay content of the sediments. Indeed, pre-existing anisotropies can promote the appearance of stylolites (Bathurst 1987), and clay minerals in limestones act as a catalyst for chemical compaction (Aharonov and Katsman 2009). Carpentier et al. (2014) showed that Oxfordian facies affected by chemical compaction correspond to limestones enriched in clay minerals. This can be best appreciated in the nonporous and strongly compacted Calcaires de Dainville Member, where clay interbeds are
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common at the top of metric parasequences (Carpentier et al. 2010). Consequently, the amount of early cements in grainstones combined with the clay percentage in lime muds most likely controlled the vertical distribution of chemical compaction in the studied Oxfordian limestones. Chemical compaction provided $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ and $\text{CO}_3^{2-}$ to the interstitial waters and favored cementation (Carpentier et al. 2014). During burial, pore fluids consisted of mixed water undersaturated with respect to calcite (Carpentier et al. 2014). Inputs of meteoric waters in deep aquifers which occurred during exposure of the basin margins during the LCU and LAU unconformities (Carpentier et al. 2014; Brigaud et al. 2009; Vincent et al. 2007) certainly favored the micrite aggradation by Ostwald ripening during burial. This timing for the main growth stages of micrites is consistent with the isotopic values of the micrites and with precipitation from mixed meteoric and marine waters during burial. Increased aggradation is attested by the large sizes of euhedral crystals in LPFs (4 to 8 $\mu$m). In the Calcaires de Dainville Member, pore sizes were probably reduced early by enhanced cementation during mineralogical stabilization below surfaces of subaerial exposure. As a consequence, subsequent chemical compaction and increased aggradation during burial were sufficient to generate the final closure of porosity. Chemical compaction also operated at the microscopic scale, as evidenced by the crenulated contacts between micrite crystals. Consequently, as shown by the petrophysical data (Fig. 10A), facies containing a micrite matrix and impacted by chemical compaction are less porous and less permeable. In HPFs, poronecrosis in micrites was probably reduced during burial because of the limited chemical compaction and because of the limited percolation of fluids in the micrite matrix. During telogenesis, tension gashes generated new fluid pathways, which allowed inputs of meteoric waters into the micrites of HPFs (Carpentier et al. 2014). The micrite morphotypes suggest that the renewal of these fluids undersaturated with respect to calcite dissolved and smoothed the micrite crystals in the vicinity of fractures. Away from tension gashes, the gradual saturation of fluids due to the dissolution of micrites allowed the pursuance of Ostwald ripening and aggrading of larger micrite crystals. In LPFs, these telogenetic fluids did not significantly impact the micrites, probably because of the low permeability acquired during burial. This reduced impact of meteoric telogenetic fluids and the important contribution of marine host rocks during chemical compaction in LPFs can explain the absence of the covariant trend of $\delta^{18}$O and $\delta^{13}$O such as observed in HPFs.

**Lateral and Vertical Variations in Porosity**

In HPFs, the micritic matrix, peloids, and strongly micritized grains were responsible for the development of microporosity and permeability. In contrast, LPFs consist of coalescent micritic matrix or grainstones in which the quantity of slightly micritized oncoids and echinoid spines is

---

**Fig. 13.—Micritization—features of main allochems in Oxfordian limestone.**

A) Pervasive micritization of ooids. Note the cloudy distribution of micritization and remains of the concentric (white arrows) and radial structures (black arrow) of the cortex (sample PPA 1124, Calcaires crayeux de Maxey Member, EST 204 drill core, plane-polarized light). B) Peripheral micritization of the cortex of an ooid. Micritization is controlled by the location of microborings (arrows) (sample PPA 1096, EST 204 drill core, lower part of the Oolithe de Saucourt Member, plane-polarized light). C) Peripheral fringe of micritization (arrow) on a monocrystalline echinoid clast (sample 25189, EST 205 drill core, Calcaires coralliens de Sorcy Member, cross-polarized light).

**Fig. 14.—Cross-plot—of $\delta^{18}$O and $\delta^{13}$C values (% V-PDB) of micrites, bivalves, and blocky calcites in HPFs and LPFs.** Values from bivalve shells correspond to values measured by Vincent et al. (2007). Mesogenetic and telogenetic blocky calcites were measured by Carpentier et al. (2014).
larger than in HPFs. The total filling of primary porosity in grainstones prevents the connectivity of intragranular micropores. Samples of HPFs from Pagny-sur-Meuse (Pag samples in Fig. 10A) and Maxey-sur-Vaise (Max samples) are characterized by the highest porosity values when compared to their lateral equivalents of the Andra site (samples PPA and 25181 to 25232; Fig. 13A). Also, the EST 422 well, located 10 km north of the Andra site, is characterized by a merging of middle Oxfordian HPFs. Two main causes allow an explanation of these variations:

The intensity of micritization was certainly facies-controlled by the Oxfordian paleogeography. HPFs preferentially correspond to protected lagoonal environments with peloidal muds and to washover deposits with allochems (ooids, oncoids, bioclasts) incorporated in a micritic matrix. During the middle and late Oxfordian, the platform margin was located southwest of the Andra site in the area of the Marne Valley (Carpentier et al. 2010) (Fig. 2). Limestones of the Pagny-sur-Meuse and Maxey-sur-Meuse quarries were deposited in internal lagoonal environments. In modern tropical carbonate settings such as the Bahamas platform, micritization is most abundant in protected lagoons (Bathurst 1966, 1971; Scoffin 1970; Lasemi and Sandberg 1984; Reid et al. 1992; Reid and Macintyre 1998). Micritic peloids and carbonate mud are the main facies of such protected lagoons (Bathurst 1971). Facies of the EST204 and EST205 cores were deposited in a more external environment behind the platform margin where granular facies were abundant and diversified (bioclasts, oncoids, reworked ooids) and where lime mud was flushed away.

Recent percolation of meteoric fluids undersaturated with respect to calcite through outcropping Oxfordian carbonates might have slightly enhanced microporosity. At the Andra site, HPFs are actually flooded by groundwater infiltrated from lateral recharge zones. In these aquifers, located between 160 and 360 m deep, percolating waters are in chemical...
balance with the surrounding rocks. Consequently, recent dissolution certainly is less important in the subsurface than at the outcrop, where freshwater is in direct contact with CO2 reservoirs, such as soils.

In the EST204 drill core, HPFs occur in lagoonal mudstones located in the upper parts of parasequences while granular facies of the lower part are less porous (Fig. 3). This distribution of porous layers explains the vertical discontinuity of some HPFs (e.g., Calcaires crayeux de Maxey Formation). In the sequence-stratigraphic framework of the middle Oxfordian, HPFs are located in transgressive and highstand deposits (Carpentier et al. 2010) (Fig. 3). During this period, the low terrigenous input was unfavorable to the deposition of clays as well as the supply of nutrients. The low ratio of clays prevented the subsequent appearance of intense stylolitization. The proliferation of oncoids with a dense leolitic texture and echinoid spines in the nonporous facies during end of the middle Oxfordian and the late Oxfordian occurred in shallow subtidal environments where siliciclastic and nutrient input increased (Carpentier et al. 2010). More mesotrophic and cooler environments, as envisioned for this time interval (Olivier et al. 2004; Carpentier et al. 2010), favored the proliferation of microbial coatings (oncoids) and grazing organisms such as sea urchins (Hallock 1988; Mutti and Hallock 2003).

**General Model**

Destructive micritization was significant in ooids redeposited in lime muds of calm inner lagoonal environments. This process generated the appearance of rounded micrites and an early secondary porosity (Fig. 18). Due to the early precipitation of monocrystalline syntaxial cements in echinoid clasts and due to the dense texture of leolitic oncoids, these particles were only superficially impacted (Fig. 18).

On the sea floor and during shallow burial, early mineralogical stabilization generated the dissolution of aragonitic particles and precipitation of calcite rhombs between diagenetically stable calcitic elements. This process was probably enhanced below surfaces of subaerial exposure in both lime muds and micritic or micritized grains. During burial, characterized by the recharge of deep aquifers (LCU and LAU unconformities) by meteoric waters, Ostwald ripening led to the

---

**Fig. 18.—** General—model of porosity evolution in the Oxfordian limestones of the eastern Paris Basin. For explanation refer to text.

**Fig. 17.—** Vertical—distribution of subaerial exposure surfaces, intensity of chemical compaction (stylolites), porosity, and micritization along the cores EST204 and EST205. Primary facies and texture are the main controls on porosity. Note the decrease in porosity below surfaces of subaerial exposure for the facies containing a micritic matrix.
dissolution of the smallest micrite crystals and to aggradation of the largest particles. Aggradation was enhanced in LPFs by inputs of water enriched in carbonate and calcium ions through chemical compaction. These overgrowths led to the formation of coalescent micrites and microscopic pressure-solution contacts between micrite crystals. Telogenetic fracturing permitted new inputs of meteoric waters and the pursuance of Ostwald ripening in HPFs. In contrast, the low permeability in micrites compacted and cemented during burial in LPFs prevented any impact of telogenetic fluids. Intergranular porosity in grainstones was filled by burial calcites (Cal2), and intragranular microporosity was disconnected. Finally, facies with a muddy matrix, not impacted by early meteoric diagenesis below surfaces of subaerial exposure and poorly affected by chemical compaction, have porosities at about 20%.

These results show that, contrary to the commonly accepted idea, early meteoric diagenesis during periods of subaerial exposure does not always generate microporous micrites. Instead, as also envisioned by Leonide et al. (2014) in lagoonal muds of the Barremian–Aptian in southeastern France, early exposure favors abundant cementation and poronecrosis. Early cementation of muds does not seem to be efficient enough to counterbalance compaction during burial. However, our results show that in addition to primary mineralogy, mesogenesis and telogenesis are important controlling processes. Input of waters undersaturated with respect to calcite in deep aquifers during burial appears to be the main controlling factor for enhancing aggravating neomorphism and favoring the appearance of microporous micrites. Exposures on basin margins constitute the most favorable contexts to reload these aquifers with meteoric waters. Therefore, such events must be identified to predict possible occurrence of microporous facies. Another important parameter concerns the occurrence of heterogeneities favoring pressure solution, which must be evaluated to refine predictions on petrophysical properties of micritic limestones. The next step in understanding micrite diagenesis is to use an experimental approach. Simulation of early diagenesis on modern lime muds with various fluid and sediment compositions and subsequent simulation of burial diagenesis under stress, as recently performed by Neveux et al. (2014a, 2014b), will allow better constraints for the chemical and geomechanical controls on the textural and petrophysical evolution of micrites.

CONCLUSIONS

In the Oxfordian limestones of the eastern Paris Basin the porosity is mainly microscopic. The vertical compartmentalization of HPFs is controlled by the vertical changes of facies in parasequences that tend to diminish their reservoir quality. Several factors controlled the preservation or creation of microporosity:

- Destructive micritization of carbonate grains favored the appearance of early secondary microporosity. The intensity of micritization was controlled by the paleoenvironmental distribution of facies on the carbonate platform. Inner lagoonal facies were more strongly micritized than external platform facies.
- Leolitic oncoids and echinoid clasts are only faintly porous or tight because of their dense leolitic or monocrystalline structure, respectively, which prevented intensive micritization.
- Infiltrations of meteoric water below surfaces of subsaerial exposure may have favored the mineralogical stabilization process and the enhancement of early poronecrosis.
- The intensity of early mineralogical stabilization and Ostwald ripening in micrites during burial controlled the preservation or the closure of the porous network between grains, while burial calcite cementation of intergranular porosity in grainstones closed the connections between microporous grains.
- Chemical compaction favored the aggradation of micrite crystals during Ostwald ripening and generated tight coalescent micrites.

As in other recent studies, the present work shows that meteoric diagenesis below early exposure surfaces are not systematically responsible for porogensis in micrite but on the contrary may lead to tight mudstones. The understanding of diagenesis in micrites must be considered from the angle not only of eogenesis but also of mesogenetic and telogenetic process. Inputs of undersaturated waters in deep aquifers are certainly most efficient to preserve or generate large volumes of microporous limestones.
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